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the electric guitar in symphonic orchestra is a bit of a mixed bag. it's easy to make the instrument sound like it belongs in the
orchestra, but not always so easy to produce a true solo performance. the library contains a mix of live electric guitar tracks and

sample performances, and it's often difficult to tell which is which. the instrument's default settings sound a bit bright and muddy, but
by tweaking the various filter and pitch controls you can make the guitar sound more rounded. the library does offer a semi-pedal
setting for the stratocaster, but unfortunately the sample track isn't as well balanced as the fender rhodes. a more consistent and
playable electric guitar performance would have been welcome, as would a set of variation samples. the new symphonic orchestra
library also adds a true solo double bass track. this is one of the most textured and expressive instruments in the library, and the

sample is well balanced, playing a full range of notes with a warm, rich tone. the double basses in symphonic orchestra are a joy to
play, and the library includes more than 30 full bass performances. for the library's double bass users, the 'double bass ensemble'

folder contains a set of six bass sections that act as individual samples. each is unique in its performance, and each one can be
assigned to any combination of the basses in the library. the bass section library also includes three legato performances, and these

are a useful alternative to the more generic legato basses in the library's 'bass ensemble' folder. 'legato basses' are a bit more difficult
to control, and i found myself having to experiment to find the best legato performance for each bass section. all the basses in

symphonic orchestra are well recorded, and like the double bass, they play a wide range of notes, with a natural swing and resonance
to them that's absent from the sample versions.
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the eastwest orchestra platinum comes with a limited
edition of 11 violins, 11 violas and 11 cellos. the

instruments are all in perfect condition, and the tuning is
very good. the strings are light and balanced. the violin
range is strong and full, and the fine natural tone is very
pleasant to hear. the sound of the cellos is very sonorous
and rich. the violas are very responsive, and the sound

of the brass is very impressive. the brass has a very
balanced tonal range. the eastwest orchestra platinum is
a sample library for native instruments kompakt, kontakt
and halion samplers. all the strings, woodwinds, brass,

keyboards, etc. are designed to be played with the same
velocity and articulation as the real instruments. the

eastwest orchestra platinum is recorded with the
eastwest quantum leap symphonic orchestra platinum.

all the instruments have their own recording
environments. the instruments are recorded with the
same mic technique. the strings are recorded directly
with the microphones which were used to record the
orchestras. despite the wav format, the instruments
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sound great, though they're pretty dry and restrained in
comparison to the other libraries. david's experience is

the strings in particular sound too thin. east west
steinway (10) is a great instrument that's been around
for a long time, and is well worth getting for the piano

alone, but it's only available in the platinum edition. the
timbre of the strings sounds a little artificial, but david

says that's because the strings need to be recorded with
the full body of the strings to get a natural sound. this is
compounded by the lack of octave doubling in the string

sounds. east west strings (10) is a great instrument
that's been around for a long time, and is well worth

getting for the piano alone, but it's only available in the
platinum edition. david uses three types of string
sounds: heavier strings with a soft tuner, thinner

sounding strings for pizzicato and lighter sounding
strings for arpeggios and runs. the timbre of the lighter
strings can be especially good for an arpeggio on a top
string, which is pitched down a little. he uses a large
number of custom wind instruments and woodwinds,

such as a 4'c flute, 2'c flute, 3'a clarinet, 3'a alto sax, 5'a
flute, 5'a piccolo, 5'a bassoon, 5'a trombone, 2'a

trumpet, 2'a euphonium and 2'a tuba. east west wind
(10) is a great instrument that's been around for a long
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time, and is well worth getting for the piano alone, but
it's only available in the platinum edition. the timbre of

the wind instruments is very good, though the brass
sounds a little thin. he uses a variety of percussive

instruments such as chimes, marimba, vibraphone and
xylophone. they sound very realistic and have a wide
variety of sounds. east west percussion (10) is a great
instrument that's been around for a long time, and is
well worth getting for the piano alone, but it's only
available in the platinum edition. the timbre of the

percussion sounds very realistic, and the drums sound a
little too dark to me. the drums are a combination of a
very large kit with some native american flutes. david

also uses various types of brass instrument, including a
5'a cornet, 4'a saxhorn, 4'a alto sax, 4'a trumpet, 2'c

french horn, 3'c baritone sax, 4'c trombone, a 4'a
euphonium, and a 5'a trombone. east west brass (10) is
a great instrument that's been around for a long time,

and is well worth getting for the piano alone, but it's only
available in the platinum edition. the timbre of the brass

instruments is very good, though the brass sounds a
little thin. david says the brass instruments are ideal for

large ensembles. 5ec8ef588b
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